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 by dolapo   

BicycleWORKS 

"Bicycles with a Greater Calling"

BicycleWORKS has a clear goal of getting at-risk youth into positive

environments, increasing their potential and possibilities. At the shop, kids

and adults can come to interact with peers and bicycle enthusiasts,

learning how to fix their own bikes and gaining a sense of self-efficacy in

the process. The kids work toward earning bikes for themselves by

assisting in the shop, and learning the ropes of bicycle maintenance. Stop

by to talk with the big-hearted staff, get your tires in true, and leave a

donation.

 +1 314 827 6640  www.bworks.org/bikewor

ks/

 info@bworks.org  2414 Menard Street, St.

Louis MO

 by  Cathryn D. Blue 

A&M Bicycle 

"For the Economical Cyclist"

If you're looking for a new bicycle, parts to fix a bike, or awesome cycling

gear, but are strapped for cash, A&M Bicycle is the place to be.

Specializing in selling, building, and repairing bicycles since 1935, this

bicycle seller is an established leader in the minds of St. Louis cyclists.

The staff's goal at A&M is to connect the cyclist with the most appropriate

gear. The cycling gurus can help individuals find the best bang for their

buck in not just bicycles, but also in accessories. If the shop doesn't carry

what the customer wants, the staff can order it in a reasonable amount of

time. Whether a seasoned cyclist or beginner, A&M Bicycle is the bike

shop to visit before hitting the open road.

 +1 314 776 1144  aandmbicycles.com/  4282 Arsenal Street, St. Louis MO

 by TRAILSOURCE.COM   

New Balance 

"Sports Shoes"

Whether you are planning to join the gym, play professional soccer or are

planning a cross country hike, the one thing which you absolutely must

have is a pair of comfortable and sturdy shoes. At New Balance, you will

find just that. The shoes which are found here are not only well-cushioned

to absorb shocks and provide a comfortable experience for the wearer but

are also trendy and sleek in design, so that you feel stylish wearing them.

At the shop on Olive Boulevard, your foot size will be professionally

measured and your gait observed so that you get a pair of shoes which

suit your feet perfectly.

 +1 314 872 2929  stores.newbalance.com/CreveCoeu

r

 11633 Olive Boulevard, Creve Coeur

MO
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